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the s and since, French-language [Algerian] writing has by far received most
media attention in France and internationally’ (p. ). While this is undoubtedly
true, there remains a lack of detailed discussion about the ways in which language
reflects ideas of wealth, education, and class within contemporary Algeria. is is
particularly apparent in Chapter , which focuses upon Ayyoub, who ‘styles himself
as defending the downtrodden masses against the worst excesses of the powerful’
(p. ), while writing in a language that retains strong connotations of power and
privilege in Algeria.

is is undoubtedly a thorough and well-argued book, which offers an impor-
tant source for those interested in contemporary Algerian literature, and Algerian
culture more broadly. e author provides a rigorous and critical reading of a
body of Francophone Algerian literature too oen ignored by the Anglophone
world, and highlights the complexities and contradictions that lie in depicting and
understanding Algeria’s décennie noire.
U  C S W

I Gaddi da pittori a uomini di governo: ascesa di una famiglia nella Firenze dei
Medici. By D G. Florence: Olschki. . xxvi+ pp. €.
ISBN ––––.

Florence: land of opportunity. For centuries, the city has traded on its self-image
as a society open to talent, persistently republican in spirit even when its political
institutions have appeared to be contrary. In the mid-sixteenth century, as the bru-
tal regime of the Medici dukes established itself, its propagandists proclaimed that
times were only getting better for ordinary Florentines. Giorgio Vasari, sycophantic
promoter of the principate in both his paintings and his Lives of the Artists, told in
that work the exemplary tale of the Gaddi: a family of able and hard-working artists
of the fourteenth century who, by their own efforts, had enabled their descendants
to rise to the highest echelons of sixteenth-century Florentine society. In this,
according to Vasari, the painter Taddeo Gaddi and his heirs were typical of those
who ‘esercitando del continuo onorano le patrie loro e le altrui in una maniera che
bene spesso arricchiscono i loro descendenti e danno principio alla nobiltà delle
loro famiglie’ (cited on p. xi). Daniele Giusti, who invokes Vasari’s exemplum for
his epigraph, questions neither the writer’s motives nor his accuracy. For Giusti
as for Vasari, this was a Florentine family of artisans who, making good in their
profession and turning to invest in trade and banking, were able in the course
of the fieenth century to secure positions of trust and influence such that their
sixteenth-century successors included patricians, bishops, and even a cardinal. Yet
as Giusti himself demonstrates in this fascinating case study of survival in the dan-
gerous world of fieenth-century Florentine politics, there was nothing inevitable
about the family’s rise to fortune.

Zanobi, son of the painter Taddeo Gaddi, le his father’s trade and moved to
Venice, where he built a family business as a merchant. Zanobi’s heir, Agnolo,
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returned early in the fieenth century to Florence, where he gravitated to the
circle of Cosimo de’ Medici: the two had surely met during the Medici’s exile in
Venice and conveniently Cosimo, suspicious of the old aristocracy, was a promoter
of ‘uomini nuovi’. Services were rendered where the Gaddi business connections
proved useful, and by  Lorenzo de’ Medici would present Agnolo’s son,
Francesco Gaddi, to the king of France as ‘fiorentino de buona famiglia, allievo di
casa nostra’ (cited on p. ). Beyond a reputable experience in trade, a key theme
of Giusti’s characterization of Agnolo Gaddi and his son is the evidence of their
cultural interests, which are plausibly put forward as supplementary explanations
for their promotion to positions of trust in the Medici entourage. In this respect
it is Francesco who stands out: a friend of Poliziano and also of other humanists
outside Florence such as Ermolao Barbaro, Francesco on his diplomatic missions
always carried books with him. Late in life he compiled an (incomplete) list of
a library which, although it included some inherited volumes, had largely been
acquired by himself and which contained what he declared to be fine-quality texts
of many classical authors.

As Giusti notes, for Francesco as for others in his political world, humanist
interests and politics were closely intertwined. e writing of Francesco’s own ri-
cordanze, likewise, grew out of a practical life of business and diplomacy. His record
of his promotion in  to the priorate, and of his marriage at the same time into
the old, though decayed, family of the Guasconi, speaks to an understandable pride
in his family’s standing. Upon the fall of the Medici in , ‘Gaddo’, as he was
universally known, stepped opportunely back from that association and continued
to hold offices in the ensuing Republic. As other historians have noticed, life in the
circle of the Medici fostered a political realism and flexibility which anticipated the
writings of Francesco’s successor as second chancellor of the Florentine Republic,
Niccolò Machiavelli. On his death in , Francesco joined his father in the family
tomb in Santa Maria Novella. It was, however, not the descendants of Francesco
but those of his brother, Taddeo, who would negotiate their various paths to office
in Church and state in the new political world of the sixteenth century. If there is
a consistent story here, it concerns the enduring value, in this world, of rational
pragmatism. A tantalizing hint of a different perspective is given by a reference to
Francesco’s acquisition of bound copies of the sermons of Savonarola. Towards the
end of his life, did Francesco question the materialist imperatives which seem to
have prevailed throughout his career? Of any moral uncertainty, it seems that the
surviving record can tell us nothing.
S C’ C, O G R

Migrant Anxieties: Italian Cinema in a Transnational Frame. By Á O’H.
(New Directions in National Cinemas) Bloomington: Indiana University Press.
. x+ pp. $. ISBN ––––.

Migrant Anxieties is a compelling, up-to-date analysis of Italian migration cinema
since the s in a transnational perspective, under the critical lens of race, class,


